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About This Game

Experience the mind bending power of single player cooperation.

Project Temporality is a third person action/puzzle game built around the concept of allowing the player to play with time.
Thanks to our proprietary engine Sparta 3D we make the fourth dimension as available as the other three. Just as with a VCR

you can rewind time or fast-forward through it seamlessly.

Combining this and our time line concept you will solve mind-bending puzzles, by giving yourself a helping hand. Any time you
need a friend, you can be that friend. Create a new timeline at any time/any place there are no restrictions. This game is all

about giving you full freedom in four dimensions.

Solve puzzles involving lasers, mirrors, force fields, trap doors, platforms, keys etc. Exploit time to do the impossible. Explore
the world and see into the mind of its people. We hope that you will enjoy the result of our years of evenings and weekends.
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Contains 6-14 hours of gameplay.

Key Features

4D Gameplay 
 The fourth dimension Time is as accessible to you as the other three since at any time you can rewind to any earlier
point in time, to find that perfect moment for you. No more frustrating replays performing the same sequence over and
over again. Just rewind and fix.

Single Player Cooperation 
This is the key part of the game. You can exist in many parallel timelines using time clones. It means that every time you
need a friend's help in the game, you can be that friend. You can spawn a new time clone at any position and time in the
game, and once you create a new one it’s there forever.

Multiple true timelines 
Time clones will continue to perform the actions you recorded. They are, however, still a part of the game world, and if
you change the game world the end result will also change.

Temporality fielded objects 
A temporality fielded object is an object that won’t be affected by your time manipulations, because it is inside a field
that cancels out all timelines except the original one.

The Paradox Effect 
 Combining the true timelines with the temporality fielding allows us to create paradox based puzzles where one single
timelines performs multiple different actions depending from where in time it is viewed. Mathematically every
temporality fielded object increases the number of dimensions with one which is what allows the paradox effect.
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Title: Project Temporality
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Defrost Games
Publisher:
Defrost Games
Release Date: 20 May, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Pentium Dual-Core E2180@2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon64 X2 3800 + @ 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires windows media player for music. The graphichs card needs to be DX10 Compatible but can run
using DX9.

English
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This game is proof that a game does not need high end graphics to be a fun and challenging game. Easy to learn, and challenging
to master. The simple graphics gives it a special charm. And for the low price, you get a lot of content! Highly recommend.. I
never expected Auditorium to be a puzzle game but rather a rhythm\/music game. The screenshots made me think it was some
kind of visual music player with gameplay elements added somewhere into the whole package. Like I said, I was wrong. It's a
pretty game (windowed; it's looks extremely blurry in full screen) where you shift around dots with arrows on them to redirect a
stream of grey colors. You can also increase the radius of the dots.
The idea is to get the stream across all colored bars at the same time, producing music. In order to do that, the stream has to
move in circles, to the left, right, you name it.
It's beautiful in motion, but placing the dots is clumsy. I frequently moved around the wrong dot and eventually had to restart the
level so I could see clearly again.
Also, like their other game Fractal, there's no tutorial. So it's up to the player to figure things out. That's not necessarily a bad
thing, but - there's always a but - not for a casual puzzle game like this.

[Rating: 68\/100]. The game where I hate the BOT opponent.

 PROS:

 - Art Style
 - Various Maps
 - Easy Controls & Smooth movement
 - Coop
 - Free to Play

 CONS:

 - Is not Online Coop as it says on Store Page . Essentially the same game as Garden Rescue, this is a very simplistic tower
defense game with some significant design flaws. Enemies carry the plants that you are protecting back to the beginning of
the path, dropping them wherever they die. This means that if any enemies get past your towers, it becomes easier for all
future enemies to get to your plants, and many of the towers you've built may become useless. Also, the towers will sometimes
target the closest enemy, rather than the enemy farthest along the path, needlessly allowing enemies to get past them. There is
no way to adjust the towers targeting.. There's visual issues (screen distortion) on windows mixed reality, wait for a patch..
My bike sim experience includes SBK 2011, SBK Generations, Motogp 13, and now Motogp 14. All are Milestone titles. The
SBK series was extremely well polished, great sims, included lots of features, and I enjoyed them thoroughly. The Motogp
series, OTOH, has been a bit of a disappointment.

Motogp 13 doesn't include SBK standard features such as telemetry data and ghost in time attack mode. Motogp 14 is more
of the same. Also, in the SBK series, you had to be extremely careful not to go off track because you'd lose traction if you
were on the throttle or brake in anything but an upright position. In Motogp 13, you can pin the throttle while fully leaned
over off-track and you'd never have to worry about losing traction. Motogp 14 is more of the same.

Motogp 13 had a few bugs but the main one that affected me was the online play. Connectivity through Raknet was horrible.
Motogp 14 chose to go with Raknet again so I'm not holding my breath when it comes to multiplayer. Another bug in Motogp
13 was that enabling vsync in-game would cause choppy frame rates. Motogp 14 again has issues with choppy frame rates,
remedied somewhat through config.ini modifications, but looks like a step backward compared to Motogp 13. While the
replay mode in Motogp 14 looks stunning, in game is a different matter as the lack of anti-aliasing makes for blocky
imagery that looks like low-res textures have been upscaled.

Another disappointment is the inclusion of more bugs. The controller settings are not saved, forcing you to reinput your
settings each time you restart the game. Also, if you play the career mode, the quit option is not accessible, forcing you to use
CTRL ALT DEL to quit the game.

That being said, I really enjoyed the helmet cam view in Motogp 13, and thankfully Motogp 14's helmet cam retains the same
enjoyment. Motogp 14 has also tweaked the physics, limiting your ability to the slide and brake during cornering bringing
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about a less arcadish experience.

Motogp 13 felt like a beta version that was sold to consumers. Motogp 14 feels like more of the same but with even more bugs
and graphical issues. A recurring theme of recent Milestone titles appears to be to release untested console ports that force
consumers to wait for patches that may never come. While I can find enjoyment in the game, after consecutive releases that
have been full of bugs, I've lost faith that future releases from Milestone would be any different. I'd love to see another
developer take a shot at Motogp.

Purchase at your own risk.. As a CK2 player, it's not worth it.
It's not an early version of CK2, it's a very different game, that's not as neat.

So if you want more CK2-goodness, go with a total conversion mod.. I love playing this with my 4 and 6 year old. This game
is great!
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What other games let you blow up a mother♥♥♥♥ing quasar using a ship that's bigger than the galaxy itself?. A prime example
of a great idea and poor execution. Although AYIM is a cohesive package, it lacks an important element in gaming: fun.. overall
its a great game but i would like to warn that it is tedius in the fact that every time you lose to a boss you have to walk back to it,
if a retry button was added just to skip that walk time i would totally change this to a recomended. This game is pretty good.
Like Zombie Training Simulator, you have your little base, and you have to defend it. The similarities end there- and that's
good. The zombies are lifelike, and you actually have to slap magazines into your weapon to reload it. Currently you can choose
between a bow, a handgun, and a fully automatic rifle. Each weapon has its own benefits and drawbacks, however I've found
shooting the rifle with quick presses of the trigger to shoot it in single-fire mode works the best. You can actually do a tactical
reload in this game, saving partially empty magazines for use later in case the situation gets that desperate.

I did have a slight bit of lag while moving towards the virtual table in this game. I assume that is an optimization issue and will
be easily fixed. The issue was tiny; barely noticable.

This is the zombie shooter game we have been waiting for. I can't wait to see what additional polishes the publisher adds in. I'd
add more maps, more guns, etc, but that's probably in the pipeline already. For being in early access, this game is more complete
and polished than many which claim to be "finished." If the devs keep plugging away to add features requested by the
community, this will end up to be a hell of a game.. Dollhouse is one of those indie games with amazing looking concept visuals,
and so you think "Hey, this could be really good". And I think the developer's intentions were good, but after creating the base
story of the game there came the harsh reality that this is a GAME. If this were a movie it would probably be very good, but like
another high profile indie game, We Happy Few, this game doesn't deliver in the gameplay department.

It has wonderful visuals (in the cutscenes at least), a promising scenario, and terribly boring gameplay.

You get a sinking feeling when the game lets you out of the first room into what appears to be a hedge maze in the dark. Then
you read the 'Discussions' forum on Steam and see that the developer claims the single-player is 6-8 hours long, but
PROCEDURALLY GENERATED so it's got some replay value, and will differ from person to person.

I can't think of too many games that do procedurally generated levels well, but either way this game is definitely NOT one of
them. You go rambling around the hedge maze finding generic items. I imagine after I finish the 1st maze I'll get a cutscene of
the woman's life, and then I'll get thrust into another hedge maze. Rinse and repeat until the game is finished. I'm not sticking
around to find out though -- returned.. Original Review:

'Elephants don't afraid of mice, they are just very cautious'.

My graphics weren't compatible so I just had a mostly dark screen but it was enough to see and get achievements. Now I have 
all the letters and I'm going to power my car and house with them. That's green energy. In your face Trump!

Play slowly so the achievements have time to pop. And if they stop popping, shut the game off and re-open it a minute.

Updated Review \/ Edit:

This game has myriad problems with the achievements not popping, a lot of people are left with 700+\/- that wont pop. There
are fixes but they seems to work only up to a point for a majority of people and totally for others - if you want to take that
chance then so be it.

If you can't be arsed screwing about with deleting registry files to trick the game into giving you your achievements
then do not purchase this game

If you're a completionist do not purchase this game

If you're an achievement hunter do not purchase this game
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The likelihood of not getting those achievements is too damn high.
Changed recommendation from yes to 'No' - Thumbs Down
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